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Abstract 
A fuzzy time series forecasting model can cater for the time series data described by 
linguistic terms. The use of fuzzy sets in forecasting time series data is evidently better at 
predicting data compared to the classical time series model. The fuzzy set concept was 
extended to the intuitionistic fuzzy set, in which its performance in forecasting time series 
data is extensively better than the classical fuzzy set. In the intuitionistic fuzzy time series 
forecasting model, the universe of discourse is defined and divided into several intervals 
before the data are fuzzified. The objective of this study is to compare the forecasting 
performance using different interval lengths. The historical data of student enrollments at the 
University of Alabama were adopted, in which 7, 14, and 21 intervals were used to perform 
the forecasting process. The results have shown that the model with 21 sub-intervals 
outperformed the other models. In the future, it is recommended that researchers determine 
an effective interval length at the early stage of forecasting to obtain the best performance 
result for time series forecasting. 
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Introduction 
Time series data are observations in a time-ordered sequence (Wei, 2013). Many statistical 
models are developed in analysing and forecasting time series data. The emergence of the 
fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 1965) has enabled the forecasting of time series data in linguistic 
terms. 
Fuzzy time series was proposed by Song and Chissom (1993a) using the proposed theory in 
forecasting student enrollments at the University of Alabama (Song & Chissom, 1993b). In 
their model, the universe of discourse was divided into seven intervals of the same length. By 
adopting the same data, Chen (1996) simplified the model by considering the midpoints of 
intervals in the defuzzification process instead of using the max-min composition operation. 
Many fuzzy time series forecasting models have since been developed and improved. 
Liu (2007), for instance, had used trapezoidal fuzzy numbers to forecast time series data. The 
use of fuzzy numbers is better than fuzzy sets due to the fact that the single-point values of 
fuzzy sets mimic the traditional time series method (Liu, 2007). Many other improvements 
were done from time to time to improve the interval partition and defuzzification methods. 
The fuzzy set theory was generalised into an intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) by Atanassov 
(1986), which comprises the membership and non-membership functions that represent the 
degree of belongingness and non-belongingness to the fuzzy sets, respectively. The IFS has a 
better capability of handling uncertainty and vagueness in real applications (Joshi & Kumar, 
2012). 
The knowledge of IFS is applied in the fuzzy time series forecasting model for better 
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forecasting performance. Therefore, many models have been developed by numerous 
researchers based on the IFS, such as Joshi and Kumar (2012), Kumar and Gangwar (2015), 
Abhishekh et al. (2018), and Abhishekh et al. (2020). The IFS-based models have also shown 
better performance compared to the classical fuzzy set (Alam et al., 2021). 
The existing models used different interval lengths in the early stage of the forecasting 
process. For instance, Joshi and Kumar (2012) and Kumar and Gangwar (2015) used a 
randomly chosen number of intervals of equal length. In different contexts, Abhishekh et al. 
(2018) applied the statistical distribution method to divide the universe of discourse, while 
Abhishkeh et al. (2020) used the average-based length method to determine the number of 
intervals. 
In analysing the various types of interval lengths used in developing the forecasting model, 
the different interval lengths are assumed to affect the forecasting performance. Therefore, 
this study aims to find the effective length for the intuitionistic fuzzy time series forecasting 
model by implementing the model using the historical data of student enrollments at the 
University of Alabama. The forecasting performance using different interval lengths is then 
compared. 
This paper is organised as follows: Section 1 presents the introduction; Section 2 reviews 
some related mathematical preliminaries; Section 3 presents the methodology; Section 4 
illustrates numerical examples; Section 5 presents and discusses results; Section 6 concludes 
the paper.   
  
Preliminaries 
In this section, some mathematical preliminaries related to this study are reviewed. A fuzzy 
number encompasses a subset of real numbers, in which the definition of a triangular fuzzy 
number (TFN) is given below. 
 
Definition 2.1: Let A be a TFN. Then, A is characterised by the membership function 

[ ]: 0,1A xµ →  defined by 
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The IFS generalises the classical fuzzy set by comprising a non-membership function instead 
of the membership function alone. The IFS is defined by Atanassov (1986) as follows: 
 
Definition 2.2: An IFS, I on the universe of discourse, U can be written in the form of 
   ( ){ }, ( ), ( ) |I II x x x x Uµ ν= ∈      (2) 
where ( )I xµ  and ( )I xν  represent the membership and non-membership functions, 
respectively. 
 
To compare between two intuitionistic fuzzy numbers (IFN), a score function is used. The 
score function of an IFN was defined by Xu and Yager (2006) as follows: 
 
Definition 2.3: The score of an IFN, ,I II µ ν=  is given by 
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    ( ) I IS I µ ν= −       (3) 
where ( ) [ ]1,1S I ∈ − . The higher the value of ( )S I , the greater the IFN. 
 
The intuitionistic fuzzy time series defined by Bisht et al. (2018) is shown in Definition 2.4. 
 
Definition 2.4: Assume ( )( ), ...,0,1, 2,...Y t t =  is a sequence of data over time and a subset of 
real numbers. If ( )( ), 1, 2,...jI t j =  are IFS defined in ( )Y t , then the collection of ( )jI t  is 
called intuitionistic fuzzy time series. ( ) ( )1j jI t I t− →  indicates the relationship that ( )jI t  
is caused by ( )1jI t − . 
 
Jurio et al. (2010) proposed a method for converting the classical fuzzy set into an IFS:  
 
Definition 2.5: Let ( )FA FS U∈ , where ( )FS U  is a collection of all fuzzy sets in U. Let 

, : [0,1]Uα β → , then ( ) ( ) ( )( ), , , , , , ,f x f x f xµ να β α β α β=  where 

 ( ) ( ), , 1f x xµ α β αβ= −    and   ( ) ( ), , 1 1 .f x xν α β αβ αβ= − − −   (4) 
 

Methodology 
This section presents the methodology used in this study. The following entails the seven 
steps performed in the intuitionistic fuzzy time series forecasting model. 
 
Step 1: The universe of discourse is defined, [ ]min 1 max 2,U D k D k= − + , where minD  and maxD  
are the minimum and maximum historical data, respectively, and 𝑘𝑘1,𝑘𝑘2 ∈ �. 
 
Step 2: The universe of discourse is divided into several intervals ku , for 1,2,3...k = . 
 
Step 3: The historical data are fuzzified using the triangular fuzzy number in Equation (1). 
 
Step 4: The fuzzy sets are then converted into intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFS) using Atanassov’s 
conversion of IFS as shown in Equation (4). 
 
Step 5: The score functions are calculated using Equation (3) and the IFS are defined for the 
data. 
 
Step 6: The intuitionistic fuzzy logical relationships (IFLR) are defined and grouped. 
 
Step 7: The IFS are then defuzzified. The forecasted data are finally computed using the 
following rules: 
 

(i) If the IFLR is 1 2j jI I→ , then the forecasted output is the midpoint of the interval

2ju . 
(ii) If the IFLR is 1 2 3, ,...,j j j jnI I I I→ , then the forecasted output is the average of the 

midpoints of intervals 2,ju 3,...,ju .jnu  
(iii) If the IFLR is 1jI φ→ , then the forecasted output is the midpoint of the interval
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1ju . 
 
The comparison of interval lengths began by dividing the universe of discourse into three 
different lengths at Step 2. To illustrate this comparison, numerical examples of student 
enrollments at the University of Alabama were used. 
 
Numerical Examples 
Student enrollments at the University of Alabama from 1971 until 1992 are shown in Figure 
1. 
 

 
Figure 1 Student enrollments at the University of Alabama (1971-1992) 

 
The minimum and maximum data denote 13055 and 19337, respectively. Hence, 1 55k =  and  

2 663k =  were chosen such that the universe of discourse is defined as [ ]13000,20000U = . 
Next, U was divided into 7, 14, and 21 intervals, as shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 Intervals using different lengths 
Length Intervals 

Length 1 [ ]1 13000,14000=u , [ ]2 14000,15000=u , [ ]3 15000,16000=u ,

[ ]4 16000,17000=u , [ ]5 17000,18000=u , [ ]6 18000,19000=u , 

[ ]7 19000,20000=u  

Length 2 [ ]1 13000,13500=u , [ ]2 13500,14000=u , [ ]3 14000,14500=u , 

[ ]4 14500,15000=u , [ ]5 15000,15500=u , [ ]6 15500,16000=u , 

[ ]7 16000,16500=u , [ ]8 16500,17000=u , [ ]9 17000,17500=u , 

[ ]10 17500,18000=u , [ ]11 18000,18500=u , [ ]12 18500,19000=u , 

[ ]13 19000,19500=u , [ ]14 19500,20000=u  

Length 3 [ ]1 13000,13333u = , [ ]2 13333,13667u = , [ ]3 13667,14000u = , 

[ ]4 14000,14333u = , [ ]5 14333,14667u = , [ ]6 14667,15000u = , 
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[ ]7 15000,15333u = , [ ]8 15333,15667u = , [ ]9 15667,16000u = , 

[ ]10 16000,16333u = , [ ]11 16333,16667u = , [ ]12 16667,17000u = , 

[ ]13 17000,17333u = , [ ]14 17333,17667u = , [ ]15 17667,18000u = , 

[ ]16 18000,18333u = , [ ]17 18333,18667u = , [ ]17 18333,18667u = , 

[ ]18 18667,19000u = , [ ]19 19000,19334u = , [ ]20 19334,19667u = , 

[ ]21 19667,20000u =  

 
The historical data were then fuzzified using triangular fuzzy numbers that are defined based 
on the intervals in Table 1. Next, the fuzzy sets were converted into IFS using Equation (4). 
Hence, the score functions were calculated to determine the IFS of the data. After the IFS of 
each datum was defined, intuitionistic fuzzy logical relationships (IFLR) were formed. Table 
2 presents the IFLR groups obtained using different interval lengths. 
 

Table 2 IFLR obtained using different interval lengths 
 Length 1 Length 2 Length 3 
IFLR 1 1 2,→I I I  

2 2 3,→I I I  

3 2 3 4, ,→I I I I  

4 3 4 5, ,→I I I I  

5 6→I I  

6 7→I I  

6 φ→I  

1 1 2,→I I I  
2 3→I I  
3 5→I I  
4 4 6,→I I I  
5 4 5 6, ,→I I I I  
6 8→I I  
7 5→I I  
8 8 10,→I I I  
10 12→I I  
12 13→I I  
13 12 13,→I I I  
12I φ→  

1 2I I→  

2 3I I→  

3 5I I→  

5 7I I→  

6 6 9,I I I→  

7 6 7 8, ,I I I I→  

8 9I I→  

9 11 12,I I I→  

10 7I I→  

11 12I I→  

12 10 15,I I I→  

15 18I I→  

18 19I I→  

19 18 19,I I I→  

18I φ→  

 
Results and Discussion 

The forecasted enrollments using different interval lengths are illustrated in Figure 2. The 
interval lengths 1, 2, and 3 denote the lengths with 7, 14, and 21 intervals, respectively. 
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Figure 2 Comparison of forecasted enrollments using different interval lengths 

 
The performance of the intuitionistic fuzzy time series forecasting model using different 
interval lengths was then analysed by computing the mean square error (MSE), root mean 
square error (RMSE), and mean absolute error (MAE) to measure the errors between the 
actual and forecasted values. The error values are presented in Table 3. 
 

Table 3 Comparison of forecasting performance using different interval lengths 
 Length 1 Length 2 Length 3 

MSE 522706.5 161730.3 138515.9 

RMSE 722.9845 402.1571 372.1772 

MAE 581.6667 308.8095 265.3413 

 
The forecasting model with 21 intervals (Length 3) outperformed the other models. The 
number of intervals has affected the number of the IFLR groups, which control the crucial 
part in the defuzzification process. This fact is supported by the result obtained by Ramli et 
al. (2020), which compared the forecasting performance of unemployment rate using 
average-based length, frequency density-based, and randomly chosen length methods. In their 
finding, the average-based length method with the highest number of intervals among all 
outperformed the other methods. Lasaraiya et al. (2021) also obtained a similar result when 
comparing the forecasting performance of tuberculosis cases using the average-based length 
method (42 intervals), half of the average-based length (21 intervals), and natural partition 
(20 intervals). In their findings, the average-based length method outperformed the other 
methods. However, Huarng (2001) states that the effective interval length should not be too 
large or small. 
 

Conclusion 
This paper has investigated the effect of changing the number of intervals on the performance 
of the intuitionistic fuzzy time series forecasting model. Three interval lengths were used in 
which the universe of discourse was divided into 7, 14, and 21 intervals. Using MSE, RMSE 
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and MAE, the forecasting performance using different interval lengths was compared. The 
results showed that the application of 21 intervals has resulted in the lowest error values 
among all. However, it should be noted that when the interval length is reduced, more fuzzy 
sets and intuitionistic fuzzy sets will be defined, which makes the forecasting procedure 
longer. Hence, an effective interval length should be determined at the early stage of 
forecasting so that time series forecasting can be done optimally with the best performance 
results. 
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